L2: HIGH BELL-SHAPED LIDS, RIMS NOT TURNED OUT

The knob is often shallow.

1 Colchester, Sheepen, Cam. lid 4; native. -S •
2 Canewdon, Scotts Hall [710]. -B •
3 Gun Hill no.108. -S •
4 Crayford, fig.4 no.9 (possibly shelly). HM-S ○
5 Allington no.16 [193]. HM-B △
6 Birchington, Minnis Bay shaft 30 [1323]. HM28+ △
7 Sandwich, ditch no.8. 38+ ○
8 Braughing, Skeleton Green (not illus.). 10BC-AD20 ○
9 Welwyn Garden City main grave, no.27. 2B+ ●
10 Prae Wood, LVII Grey Clay & Sand [483]. post-43 ●
   Zero Ditch [678]. AD30-50 ♀
   [349]. AD30-50 △
11 Puddlehill, no.62: enclosure 4 ditch. 1S ○

Notes
A basic native form made in a variety of local fabrics and sometimes HM; it can be "well finished with burnishing (e.g. Canewdon) but is often coarse and roughly smoothed.
L2: high bell-shaped lids, rim not turned out.